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By Iwasawa’s index formula, the order of the minus class group Cl(Z[‘p])&
equals the index of I& in ZG&, where G=Gal(Q(‘p)Q) and I is the Stickelberger
ideal in ZG. Fro hlich and McCulloh proved a very similar theorem concerning the
order of Cl[Z1]&, where 1 is any finite elementary abelian group. The proof uses
Iwasawa’s formula. We show how the Main Conjecture of Iwasawa theory implies
a G-invariant strengthening of Iwasawa’s formula. This allows us to prove the main
result of this note: a sharpened equivariant version of the above-mentioned result
of Fro hlich and McCulloh.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Iwasawa’s class number formula [7] for Q(‘p) was generalized by
McCulloh [9] to the following theorem: Let 1 be a finite p-elementary
group ( p an odd prime), i.e. 1=(Zp)k for some k # N. Then
|Cl(Z1 )&|=|ZG&J&|,
where: G is a suitable subgroup of AutZ (1 ), the minus signs denote taking
the (&1)-eigenspace of a certain canonical involution j # G, and the
ideal J of ZG is a straightforward generalization of Stickelberger’s ideal
J1 /ZG1 , G1=Aut(Q(‘p))$(Zp)*. (Indeed, G=G1 and J=J1 for k=1.)
McCulloh’s proof uses: the result for k=1 (which is equivalent to
Iwasawa’s class number formula), an index calculation of Fro hlich [1],
and some ideas of Kubert and Lang.
Now we dispose today of a better version of Iwasawa’s formula. To wit,
one knows that the finite ZG1-modules Cl(Z(‘p))& and ZG&1 J
&
1 have
isomorphic composition series. For the l-parts of the groups in question
with l coprime to p&1, this was proved by Greenberg, Mazur, and Wiles,
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see MazurWiles [8]. To cover all primes l, one has to use work of
Solomon [11] and the author [4]. It is the aim of this note to show that
this leads to an analogous sharpening of McCulloh’s theorem: Cl(Z1 )&
and ZG&J& have isomorphic ZG-composition series. (Actually, 1 and G
should have an index k here, which we omit for brevity.)
In the first section we prove the above-mentioned equivariant version of
Iwasawa’s formula. In principle, everything is already contained in [11]
and [4]; we give details for the reader’s convenience. In the second section
we then present the announced improvement of McCulloh’s formula, which
is the main result of this note.
The techniques needed to obtain our main result from the results of
Sect. 1 are very standard. However, we should like to point out that in
some places the ‘‘G-invariant’’ way of arguing even seems slightly simpler
than previous arguments: some evaluations of determinants, and the ideas
of Kubert and Lang alluded to above, are no longer needed.
A few remarks about notation. Let G be for the moment any finite
abelian group. Let C be the category of all finite ZG-modules. For any
X # C, we denote the class of X in the Grothendieck group K0(C) by [X].
We then have:
[X]=[Y]  X and Y have isomorphic ZG-composition series
 X and Y have isomorphic ZG-composition series
for all primes l.
If M is a ZG-module and N/M a submodule of finite index, we let
[M : N]=[MN].
Warning: The symbol [&:&] thus never denotes a natural number, as
often in the literature, but always an element of K0(C). Note however that
there is a canonical homomorphism ord : K0(C)  Q*, ord([X])=|X |.
Then ord([M : N]) is indeed a natural number and equals the index of N
in M.
We need a slight extension of this notation: Let M be a ZG-module, and
N, N$ two submodules of finite index in M. Let us define
[N : N$]=[N : T]&[N$ : T],
where T is any submodule of N & N$ of finite index. It is an easy exercise
to show that this is independent of the choice of T, and that the usual
property [N : N"]=[N : N$] } [N$ : N"] holds.
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1. THE CLASS GROUP Cl(Z[‘p])
For this section let G=Gal(Q(‘p)Q). Let j # G be complex conjugation.
We intend to show that [Cl(Z[‘p])&]=[ZG&: I &] in K0(C), where I is
the usual Stickelberger ideal for the field Q(‘p). This will be proved in a
rather circumlocutious way, and we apologize for this in advance; it could
only have been avoided, however, at the cost of redoing long and difficult
arguments of Solomon, or of Mazur and Wiles. The following proposition
is essentially known, see [4] or also [11], Prop. II.1. For the reader’s
convenience, we give a proof.
Proposition 1. Let Q/E/K be number fields, K cyclic over Q, l an
odd prime. Let Al (F )=l-primary part of Cl(OF) for any number field F.
Then:
(a) The canonical map i : Al (E )&  Al (K )& is injective.
(b) The norm map N : Al (K )&  Al (E )& is surjective.
Proof. It is obvious that we may assume in proving (a) and (b) that the
degree of K over E is some prime number q. Since i followed by N gives
multiplication by q, we only need to handle the case q=l.
(a) Let X=ker(i). Let Gal(KE )=(_); thus _l=1. There is an
embedding
& : X  H1 (KE, O*K)&
=ker(N_ : O*&K  O*
&
E )(O*
&
K )
1&_
=ker(N_ : +(K )  +(E ))+(K )1&_
=H1(KE, +(K ))
with N_=1+_+ } } } +_l&1. If u # ker(N_) such that [u] # Im(&), then the
preimage of [u] under & has the following description: u is of the form
y1&_ for some y # K* by Hilbert 90; the K-ideal ( y) is extended from a
unique E-ideal A, and the class of A is the desired preimage. This implies
in particular: If u= y1&_ and [u] is in the image of &, then every prime of
K which ramifies in KE divides the ambiguous K-ideal ( y) with multi-
plicity divisible by l, otherwise ( y) could not be extended from an E-ideal.
We distinguish three cases. Suppose first ‘l not in E. Then ‘l is not in K
either, and thus the l-part of +(K ) is trivial, so H1(KE, +(K )) and conse-
quently X are trivial.
Second case: ‘l # E, and K contains strictly more l-power roots of unity
that E does. Then +(E) l=(‘lt) and +(K ) l=(‘l t+1) for some t. By an
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elementary and well-known calculation, H1(KE, +(K )) is again trivial, and
we are done.
Third case: There is t1 such that +(E ) l=+(K ) l=(‘lt) . Now H1(KE,
+(K )) has order l and is generated by [‘l]. We have to show that this
element is not in the image of &. Just suppose the contrary. Write ‘=‘l in
the form y1&_ with y # K*. Then the extension KE is l-kummerian,
generated by y, and z= yl is in E*. If p is a prime of E not over l, then
we claim p does not ramify in KE. For it only can ramify if the p-valua-
tion of z is prime to l, and then the prime P of K over p would again divide
y with a multiplicity prime to l, which is not possible by the discussion at
the beginning of this proof. Therefore only divisors of l may ramify in KE.
Write K=K$L and E=E$L such that [K$ : Q] is an l-power, E$/K$,
and [L : Q] is prime to l. Then also in K$E$ only divisors of l may ramify.
Now since K$Q is cyclic of l-power degree, this entails that the whole
extension K$Q is unramified outside l. By KroneckerWeber this implies
that K$ must be the degree l s subfield of Q(‘l) for some s, and by comparing
roots of unity (note ‘l must be in L) we find s=t&1. But then E$ is the
degree l s&1 subfield of Q(‘l), and we find that the l-part of +(E) has
order l t&1, which contradicts the assumption of this third case. (In the
sequel of this paper, the cases 2 and 3 never occur. We included them for
completeness.)
Proof of (b): This is easier. By a standard result it suffices to show that
KE is ramified in at least one prime. One writes K=K$L and E=E$L as
in the last paragraph. Since [K$ : Q] is coprime to [L : Q], it suffices to
see that some prime ramifies in K$E$. Again since K$ is cyclic of l-power
degree over Q, this follows from the fact (Minkowski) that K$Q ramifies
in at least one prime. Q.E.D.
This proposition will now be used for the comparison of so-called
/-parts. If G is for the moment any finite abelian group, and M a
Zl G-module, then for any l-adic character / of G we define the /-part M/
to be MZl (/), the tensor product taken over Z lG. (Thus M/ is a factor
module of M.) We now obtain the following consequence of Proposition 1
which is due to Solomon (a proof is given because our notation is slightly
different):
Proposition 2. Suppose again that KQ is cyclic, E/K, [K : E]=
l{2. Let / be an l-adic character of G=Gal(KQ). Write G=G0 } G$ where
G0 is the l-part of G and G$ has order prime to l. Thus / corresponds to two
characters /0 and /$, of G0 and G$ respectively. We assume in addition that
/0 is faithful. Then there is a short exact sequence
0  Al (E )&/$ w
: Al (K )&/$ w
? Al (K )&/  0.
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(Caution: In the first two terms one takes /$-parts of Zl G$-modules; in the
third term however one takes the /-part of a ZlG-module. Moreover : is
induced by the inclusion E/K, and ? is a canonical surjection.)
Proof. (Cf. [11], Cor. II.1.) Let 2=Gal(KE ), N2=$ # 2 $. Write
G0=(_) and let l n be the order of _. Then / maps _ to some primitive
l n th root of unity ‘, and the kernel of /=ZlG0  Zl[‘] is generated by
8l n(_) with 8l n the l n th cyclotomic polynomial. Furthermore it is easy to
see (since [K : E]=l ) that 8ln(_)=N2 . Hence Al (K )&/ =Al (K )
&
/$ N2 }
Al (K )&/$ . The map ? is trivially onto; : is injective by Prop. 1a and because
(&)/$ is an exact functor. Let now ; : Al (K )&/$  Al (E )
&
/$ , be induced by
the norm from K to E. Then :; is multiplication by N2 . Hence all elements
of the kernel of ? are in the image of :. Q.E.D.
Before proving the principal result of this section, we review some more
notation. We let O=Zl (/) with / any l-adic character of G, and we
consider finite O-modules A, e.g., A=M/ where M is a finite ZlG-module.
One may look at |A| , which is a power of l, and also at the length lO (A)
of the O-module A. For any character ! let g(!) denote the Zl -rank of
Zl (!). Then one can easily show that |ORad(O)|=l g(/$). Hence logl |A|=
g(/$) } lO (A).
We also use valuations: For b # O, or more generally b in the algebraic
closure of Ql , we let |b| l=l vl (b), where vl is the extension of the l-adic
valuation of Q, so vl (l )=1. (This notation is not quite standard.) One
checks that lO (ObO)= g(/0) } vl (b). Note that g(/0) is the ramification
index of O over Zl . Hence |ObO|=l g(/$) g(/0) vl(b)=|b| g(/)l .
Theorem 3. Let 2{l be prime, and K abelian over Q with Galois group
G such that the l-Sylow subgroup G0 of G is cyclic. Write G=G0 _G$. Let
/$ be any odd l-adic character of G$, and I the l-adic completion of the
Stickelberger ideal of K in the sense of Sinnott. Then
|Al (K )/$ |=|(ZlGI )/$ |.
Proof. We shall use a result from [5]. Note however that later in this
paper only the case K=Q(‘p) is used. In that case the Stickelberger ideal
is easy to describe, and a similar proof can be given independently of [5].
The result in question ([5], Thm. 4.1) states: (Zl GI )/$ has the cardinality
cK, /$=l $K, /$ } ‘
/
|B1, /&1 | l ,
where the product runs over all characters / of G whose restriction to G$
is Q l -conjugate to /$, and the exponent $K, /$ is defined as follows: it is zero
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if /$ is not equal to the Teichmu ller character | belonging to Q(‘l), and it
equals r if /$=| and the l-part of +(K ) is of order l r. (Note r1. Note
also that we identify characters of G$ which are trivial on U with characters
of G$U).
By this theorem it suffices to show that in the above notation:
|Al (K )/$ |=l $K, /$ } ‘
/ | G$t/$
|B1, /&1 | l . (V)
Let |G0 |=l v. We prove formula (V) by induction over &. It is harmless to
replace K by the fixed field of ker(/$) since the order of G$ is prime to l,
so we may assume /$ is faithful, and hence G$ cyclic.
&=0: Here |G| is prime to l, and $K, /$ is 0 or 1. From Solomon’s
theorem [11] Thm. II.1 we find
|Al (K )/$ |=l $K, /$ } |Zl (/$)(B1, /$&1)|.
(A small comment is in order here since Solomon’s result is formally a trifle
different. In the place of our term Al (K)/$ , it has the term (Al (K)Zl
Zl (/$))/$, but the cyclicity of G$ easily implies that
|(Al (K )Zl Zl (/$))
/$|= |(Al (K )Zl Zl (/$))/$ |,
where both terms are defined as in loc.cit. p. 469. Moreover it follows
directly from the definitions that Solomon’s term (Al (K)Zl Z l (/$))/$ is
canonically isomorphic to our term Al (K)/$ , see loc.cit. p. 470.)
Since /=/$ in case &=0, and since |Zl (/$)(B1, /$&1)|=>!t/$ |B1, !&1 | l ,
we are done in this case.
&&1  &: Let 2 be the unique subgroup of G0 (and of G) which is of
order l, and let E=K2. The characters of G0 2 may be identified with the
non-faithful characters of G0 . Using this, and the inductive hypothesis, we
see that it suffices to prove the following formula:
|Al (K )/$ |
|Al (E )/$ |
=l $K, /$&$E, /$ } ‘
 | G0 faithful
 | G$t/$
|B1, &1 | l .
Let / be any character of G which is faithful on G0 and extends /$. Then
the  over which the above product is taken are exactly the Ql -conjugates
of /, and this implies that the above product equals |Zl (/)(B1, /&1)|.
Moreover by Prop. 2 the left hand side of the above formula is just
|Al (K)/ |. Again by [11], Thm. II.1 (with the same comments as before) we
have
|Al (K )/ |=l $/ } |Zl (/)(B1, /&1)|,
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where now $/=1 if /$=| and K=Q(‘l i) for some i1, and $/=0
otherwise. Thus all that is left to check is the equality $/=$K, /$&$E, /$ .
If /${0, then both sides in this equation are zero. Suppose therefore
that /$=|. Define r by |+(K ) l |=l r, and note r1. If $/=1, then we must
have r=i and K=Q(‘lr), and hence E=Q(‘lr&1). Thus $K, /$=r and
$E, /$=r&1, so the equation is correct. If $/=0 then K must be bigger than
Q(‘lr). But the maximal non-l-extension of Q contained in K is just Q(‘l)
because /$=| is faithful on G$. From this it follows that p divides
[K : Q(‘l r)] and so E, the unique subfield of index l in K, still contains ‘l r .
The equation reduces to 0=r&r. Q.E.D.
This result has a complement for the case l=2, but here we restrict
ourselves to the case that K is an imaginary subfield of Q(‘p) with p a
prime.
Theorem 4. Let l=2; K/Q(‘p) imaginary, G=Gal(KQ). Write G0
for the 2-component of G, and decompose G=G0_G$. Let now /$ be any
2-adic character of G$. Then
|A2(K)&/$ |=|(Z2G
&I&)/$ |,
where I=IK is the 2-completion of the Stickelberger ideal of K.
Proof. If /$ is trivial, let L=KG$. Then A2(K )&/$ $A2(L)
&, and
(Z2G&I&)/$ $Z2G&0 I &L . The claimed formula then follows from a result
of Sinnott: [10], Thms. 2.1 and 5.1. Three minor points have to be
observed here:
(a) The unit index Q in Ref. 10, Thm. 2.1 is 1 for L since it is 1 for
Q(‘p).
(b) The ‘‘minus class number’’ h&L is indeed the order of the minus
part Cl(OL)&. This holds since the norm Cl(OL)  Cl(OL+) is onto and the
map Cl(OL+)  Cl(OL) is monic.
(c) The Stickelberger index is defined a bit differently in Ref. 10; we
have to make sure that ALIL $Z2G&0 I
&
L where AL=[x # Z2G0: (1+ j) x #
Z2 } NG0]. It is clear that we have an injection : : Z2 G
&
0 I
&
L  ALIL ; we
need that this map is surjective as well. Note that m=[Q(‘p) : L] is odd
since L is imaginary. Let $= ( p&1)2:=1 # Z[Gal(Q(‘p)Q], and $0 the image
of $ in ZG0 . Then (1+ j) $0=mNG0 , and since m is odd we have AL=
Z2G&0 +Z2 $0 . Let %0 # Z2G0 be the image of the standard Stickelberger
element p&1  p&1a=1 a_
&1
a . It is easy to check that %0&$0 # Z2G
&
0 , so
$0 # IL+Z2G&0 , which implies surjectivity of :.
This done, we suppose henceforth /$ nontrivial. Let / be a 2-adic charac-
ter of G with / | G$=/$ and / | G0 faithful. Then / does not have 2-power
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order. By Theorem A of [4], the left hand side in Theorem 4 above equals
| 12 B1, /&1 |
g(/)
2 . It remains to calculate the right hand side.
Let now % # Z2G be the image of p&1  p&1a=1 a_
&1
a , so we have I=%Z2G
since p is odd. Let % be the image of p&1  p&1a=1 a_
&1
a &2
&1  p&1a=1 _
&1
a in
QG. Then % is already in QG&. We then have /$(%)=/$(% ) # Z2(/$)[G0],
since /$ kills the norm element. Hence /$(I )=/$(% Z2G). The following
calculation takes place in K0 of the category of finite Z2G0-modules:
[(Z2G&I&)/$]=[(Z2G&)/$ /$(I &)]
=[(Z2G)&/$ /$(I )
&]
=[(Z2G)&/$ /$(% Z2G)
&]
=[(Z2G)&/$ Z2G } /$(% )].
Now a trivial calculation shows Z2G&=(1& j) } Z2G. By sending 1& j to
the class of 1, we obtain an isomorphism Z2G&$Z2G(1+ j) Z2G. In
particular, we may write % in the form (1& j) %* with % # QG. Applying
this, we get that the last term in the above chain of equations is equal to
[(Z2G(1+ j))/$ (%*(Z2G(1+ j)))/$]=[(Z2G(1+ j))/$ (/$(%*))],
where the overbar is reduction modulo (1+ j). Now recall that M/=
M/$ Z2(/ | G0) (tensor product over Z2 G0) for all G-modules M. The
restriction of / to the cyclic 2-group G0 is faithful, and j is the only element
of order 2 in G0 . Therefore we have Z2(/ | G0)$Z2G0 (1+ j) and conse-
quently Z2(/)=(Z2 G)/ $(Z2G)/$ (1+ j). Inserting this, we get that le last
term above is equal to
[Z2(/)(/(%*))].
Now 2 } /(%*)=/(% ) since /(1& j)=1&/( j)=2, and /(% )=B1, /&1 . Hence
we find that |(Z2G&I&)/$ |=|Z2(/)( 12 B1, /&1)|=|
1
2 B1, /&1 |
g(/)
2 , the same
value we previously obtained for the left hand side in the theorem. Q.E.D.
From Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain:
Corollary 5. For any odd prime p, let K=Q(‘p) and G=Gal(KQ).
Then for any prime l, the Zl G-modules Al (K ) and Zl G&I &l have iso-
morphic composition series. (Here I is the Stickelberger ideal, and Il is its
l-completion.).
In different words: The two ZG-modules Cl(OK)& and ZG&I& have
isomorphic composition series.
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Proof. The only point is the following: Two finite ZlG-modules M and
N have isomorphic composition series iff M and N , have the same length
(or, equivalently, the same cardinality), for all characters  of the non-
l-part G$ of G. The reason for this is that Zl G splits as the product of all
Zl ()[G0] (with  running modulo Q l -conjugacy and G0 the l-part of G),
and all these rings are local; and analogously every module M splits up as
the product of its -parts. It suffices now to invoke Theorem 3 or 4,
according to whether l is odd or equal to 2.
2. THE INDEX RELATION FOR CLASS GROUPS OF
ELEMENTARY ABELIAN GROUP RINGS
Fix a prime p{2 and a natural number k1 once and for all. In the
sequel, 1 will always be a group isomorphic to a product of k copies of
Zp. We fix an isomorphism from 1 to the additive group of the field Fpk .
Let G=F*pk (a multiplicative group). One can think of G as a ‘‘nonsplit
torus of AutZ (1 )’’, as pointed out in [9].
We recall the definition of the relevant Stickelberger ideal. Let tr: 1=
Fpk  Fp be the trace, and t : Fpk  [0, 1, ..., p&1] the unique map which
lifts tr. One defines an element
3=3k= p&1 :
a # G
t(a) } a&1 # Q[G],
and the Stickelberger ideal
J=Jk=ZG & 3kZG/ZG.
In the case k=1, we have a canonical identification G=(Zp)*=
Gal(Q(‘p)Q), and 31 is the standard Stickelberger element of Q(‘p), so
J1=I. Via the inclusion Fp /Fpk we obtain canonical embeddings 11  1
and G1  G. These will be important in the sequel.
Let j # G1 be the element which corresponds to &1 # F*p . For any
ZG-module M, the submodule M& is defined to be [x # M | jx=&x], just
as in number theory.
The result of Fro hlich and McCulloh [9] states for arbitrary k:
|ZG&J &|=|Cl(Z1 )&|.
Now ZG&J& and Cl(Z1 )& are ZG-modules. Our principal result is
Theorem 6. Let C be the category of finite ZG-modules. Then the
modules ZG&J& and Cl(Z1 )& give rise to the same class in K0(C). In other
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words, the two modules in question have isomorphic composition series over
ZG.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
Consider first the case k=1. By a well-known theorem, Cl(Z11)$
Cl(Z[‘p]). As remarked above, J1 is the standard Stickelberger ideal I.
Hence the result follows from Corollary 5.
For the general argument, we begin with a reduction. By Fro hlich [1]
we have a short exact sequence
1  D(Z1 )&  Cl(Z1 )&  Cl(M)&  1,
where as usual D(Z1)=ker(Cl(Z1 )  Cl(M)) and M is the integral
closure of Z1 in Q1. Now ZG& is spanned by 1& j, so it is spanned by
ZG&1 , and by an easy rank argument we have ZG
&$ind GG1(ZG1)
&, and
also ZG } J &1 $ind GG1(J
&
1 ). Therefore as well
ZG&ZG } J &1 $ind GG1(ZG
&
1 J
&
1 ).
Using the above sequence and Corollary 5, we see that it will suffice to
prove two formulas:
Cl(M)&$ind GG1(Cl(Z[‘p])
&), (V)
and
[D(Z1)&]=[ZG } J &1 : J
&] (VV)
(note that by [9] or [2] the right hand side in (VV) is defined).
For the proof of these two formulas we need some setup. Let q= pk;
r=(q&1)( p&1), and _ a generator of G. Hence _ has order q&1 and
{=_r is a generator of the subgroup G1 of order p&1 of G. Let S denote
the product of r copies of the ring Z[‘p]. We define a ring homomorphism
f : Z1  Z_S by putting for each g # 1 (‘ is short for ‘p and we identify
1=Fq , G=Fq* , G1=Fp*):
f (g)=(1, ‘tr(g), ‘tr(_g), ‘tr(_r&1 g)).
The r characters !i=‘tr(_
i } &) : 1  +p=(‘) are a system of representatives
of all characters 1  +p modulo Q-conjugacy. (This follows from two
observations: first, the !i , i=0, ..., q&2, exhaust all nontrivial characters of
1 since tr is nondegenerate; second, !i+ jr is the { j-th power of !i where we
identify { with a primitive root mod p.) From these remarks it follows that
Q f is an isomorphism, hence f is monic with finite cokernel, which
allows us to identify Z_S with the maximal order M.
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It is important to have control over the G-action on M=Z_S. A short
calculation gives
(z, x0 , x1 , ..., xr&1)_=(z, x1 , x2 , ..., xr&1 , x{0)
for z # Z, xi # Z[‘p], and { # Fp* considered as an automorphism of Z[‘]
via Aut(Z[‘])$(Zp)*.
This tells us that G acts transitively on the primitive idempotents of S.
We obviously have Cl(M)=Cl(Z[‘])r, and G acts transitively on the
factors of the latter product. Since there are r of them, and G1 /G acts on
Cl(Z[‘]) as it should, via G1=Fp* $Aut(Z[‘]), we get that
Cl(M)=Cl(Z[‘])r$ind GG1(Cl(Z[‘])),
and (V) follows easily.
The core of the proof of (VV) is the following lemma:
Lemma 7. In the above notation, [31ZG&: 3ZG&]=[M&: Z1&].
Proof. From [1] and [9] we know already that ord of both sides is a
power of p (recall that we have a homomorphism ord from K0(C) to the
multiplicative rationals), so we may complete p-adically all our modules for
this argument. Define M&=M(1+ j) M, and note that M& is canonically
isomorphic to M& for each Zp G-module M since p{2; it will be much
more convenient to work with M& in what follows. From [9] we recall the
following important fact, whose proof is not difficult:
3=; } 31 with ;= :
tr(g)=1
g # G
g&1.
Thus the left hand side in Lemma 7 equals
[31(Zp G&);31(Zp G&)],
and since it is well-known that 31 is a nonzerodivisor in Zp G1 , hence also
in ZpG, the last expression equals
[ZpG&;(ZpG&)].
In order to calculate the right hand side, i.e. [ZpM&: Zp1&], we need a
good ZpG-generator y of ZpM& . Abbreviate the latter to Mp, & , and define
y=(class of ) (0, ‘, 0, ..., 0) # Mp, & .
Applying _&i for 0i<r produces the vector (0, 0, ..., ‘, 0, ..., 0) where the
‘ got shifted i places to the right; applying { j raises ‘ to the { j-th power (we
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recall again that { is a generator of (Zp)*). Adding up, we see that indeed
the ZpG-span of y gives the whole of Sp . Thus since we are working in the
minus part, y is a generator of Mp, & . By a rank argument, it is a free
generator over ZpG&.
Now let g be the generator of 1 which corresponds to 1 under the iden-
tification of 1 with Fq . Then Zp1=Zp  (Zp G) g, and on passing to
the minus parts (subscript &) we find that the image of g gives a free
ZpG&-generator of Zp1&. We calculate f (g):
f (g)=(1, ‘tr(1), ‘tr(_), ..., ‘tr(_r&1)).
Now for t(_i){0 we have (0, 0, ..., ‘tr(_i), 0, ..., 0)= ytr(_i)_&i. (Recall nota-
tion: tr(_i) is in Fp*=G1 /G, and t(_i) is the unique lift of tr(_i) in
[0, ..., p&1].) Therefore:
f (g)=(1, 0, ..., 0)+ :
t(_i){0
0i<r
ytr(_i) _&i+ :
t(_i)=0
0i<r
(0, 0, ..., 1
i
, ..., 0)
(the 1 is in position i in the last vector). Now the first and last summand
in this three-term sum are invariant under j. This is trivial for the first, and
true for the last since j acts as complex conjugation on each factor Zp[‘].
Hence these terms go away as soon as we pass to Mp, & , and we find: In
Mp, & , f (g) equals ;$ } y, where
;$= :
t(_i){0
0i<r
tr(_i) _&i= :
t(_i){0
0i<r
(tr(_i)&1 _)&i.
The elements tr(_i) are considered as elements of Fp=G1 /G, so ;$ is an
element of ZG. By the trivial Lemma 8 below, the last sum is equal to
tr()=1 &1 which is the definition of ;. Therefore Mp, &Zp 1& $
y(Zp G&);y(Zp G&)$(ZpG&);(ZpG&), and this proves Lemma 7.
Lemma 8. The map * : [_i | 0i<r, tr(_i){0]  [ # G | tr()=1],
given by _i [ tr(_i)&1 _i , is a bijection.
Proof. * is well-defined: tr(tr(_i)&1 _i)=tr(_i)&1 tr(_i)=1. * is injec-
tive: *(_i)=*(_ j) gives _i& j # G1 ; but G1=(_r) , so if 0i, j<r then i= j.
* is surjective: Suppose tr()=1 and write =:_i with : # G1 and
0i<r. Then tr(_i) is nonzero and *(_i)=. Q.E.D.
The rest of the proof of (VV) now consists in comparing several other
modules, and in putting all the pieces together.
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Notation. E(A) is the unit group of a ring A; Rp is the radical of the
ring Mp ; E (1)(A)=E(A) & (1+Rp) for any subring A of Mp . By [1], p. 52,
formula (3), we have
[D(Z1 )&]=[(E (1) (Mp)E (1) (Zp1 ))&]&[(E (1) (M)E (1) (Z1 ))&].
The argument of loc.cit. p. 5253 carries over word for word to give
[(E (1) (Mp)E (1) (Zp1 ))&]
=[(RpRp & Zp1 )&] (formula (6) in loc. cit.)
=[M&p Zp1
&].
Hence
[D(Z1)&]=[M&p Zp1
&]&[(E (1) (ME (1) (Z1))&].
We consider the two G-modules 1 and ind GG1(11).
Lemma 9. (a) [(E (1) (M)E (1) (Z1 ))&]=[ind GG1(11)]&[1].
(b) [3ZG&J&]=[1] (note here that 1=1&).
(c) [31ZG&J1 ZG&]=[ind GG1(11)].
Proof. (a) On the left hand, there is a p-group inside [ } } } ] by [1],
p. 55, and hence the left hand side is the same as [E (1) (M)&E (1) (Z1)&].
We shall show
(a1) E (1) (M)&$ind GG1(11), and
(a2) E (1) (ZG)&$1, which will of course suffice.
(a1): We recall that M=Z_>r&1i=0 Z[‘], and the action of G is transi-
tive on the primitive idempotents arising from the right hand product. On
the other hand, it is well-known that E(Z[‘])&=[\1]_+p , and hence
E(M)&=[\1]_ ‘
r&1
i=0
([\1]_+p),
E (1) (M)&= ‘
r&1
i=0
+p .
Noting again that >r&1i=0 +p is generated by the zeroth factor (say) as a
G-module, and that +p $11 as a G1-module, we get (a1).
(a2): We already have finiteness of E (1) (M)&, so E (1) (Z1 )& is finite.
By Higman’s theorem [6], we have E (1) (Z1)&/E(Z) 1, which implies
E (1) (Z1 )&=1.
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Proof of (b). By [2], p. 237 we have J=A3, where A is the
ZG-annihilator of the (cyclic) ZG-module 1. Hence 3ZGJ$ZGA$1$
1&. Since |1 | is odd, we may also write 3ZG&J &$1.
Proof of (c). One first checks that 31 ZG&=(31 ZG&1 ) ZG and
J1 ZG&=J &1 } ZG. From this one obtains that 31ZG
&$ind GG1(31ZG
&
1 )
and J1ZG&$ind GG1(J
&
1 ), and also (by right exactness of  ) that 31ZG&
J1 ZG& is isomorphic to the induced module ind GG1(31ZG
&
1 J
&
1 ). As in (b)
(case k=1), we have that 31ZG&1 J
&
1 $11 as a G1-module. This finishes
the proof of the lemma.
Final part of the proof of (VV): We resume the formula preceding Lemma 9
and calculate:
[D(Z1 )&]=[M&p Zp1
&]&[(E (1) (M)E (1)(Z1 ))&]
=[M&p Zp1
&]&[ind GG1(11)]+[1] (Lemma 9(a))
=[31 ZG&: 3ZG&]&[ind GG1(11)]+[1] (Lemma 7)
=[31 ZG&: 3ZG&]&[31ZG&: J1ZG&]+[3ZG& : J&]
(Lemma 9(b)(c))
=[J1 ZG&J &],
and this is indeed formula (VV) since J1ZG&=J &1 } ZG as noted above.
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